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The article explores the fundamentals of emission computed tomography (CT)
from a nonmathematical approach. Tomographic images reveal the internal dis-

tnibutions of radioactivity in three-dimensional objects, and thus allows ana-

tomic localization and improves contrast. Tomography requires a stable distri-

bution of madionuclides, uniform detector response, an accurate center of rota-

tiOlTi, and a complete set of projections. In emission CT, a large number of

measurements, called projections, are collected at various angles about the pa-

tient during the examination. This information is organized by the angles of ac-

quisition into a stack, called a sinogram. Each projection is modifIed by apply-

ing a reconstruction filter (eg, ramp or windowed reconstruction filters).

These modified projections are backprojected to form the transverse tomo-

graphic images. The quality of tomographic images generated from filtered

backprojection depends on the underlying assumptions about the projections.

Typical artifacts that result from violations of these assumptions include mo-

tion, uniformity, and attenuation artifacts. In addition, an inaccurate center of

rotation, insufficient angular sampling, and errors in selection of pixel size can

result in poor-quality reconstructed images.

U INTRODUCTION

In a wide variety of scientific and imaging disciplines, the following question has fre-

quently appeared: “Is it possible to determine the internal distribution of a three-dimen-

sional object solely from external measurements?” The answer to this question is a

qualified “yes. “ It is possible if the external measurements constitute a complete set of
projections. The key words are complete and projections because the)’ encompass all

of the basic assumptions on which all computed tomography (CT) depends. This is es-

pecially true for emission CT, in which the tomographic images reflect the distribution

of radioactivity within a patient.

This article is a nonmathematical presentation of the basics of emission CT. In it, the

mechanics of image reconstruction are examined, and single photon emission corn-

puted tomogmaphy (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET), the two rnodali-
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Figure 1. Planar images versus emission CT images. On cotiventional planar images from a tcchnetiuni-99m

hexamethyl-propyleneamine oxirne (HMPAO) brain perfusion study, depth information is compressed and inter-

nal structures are obscured because the images are two dimensional. Additional views at othen viewing angles

can help compensate for this problem to a small degree. In comparison, tomographic views of the same distni-

bution provide high-contrast displays of the internally distributed radionuchides.

ties that constitute emission CT, are briefly de-

scribed. The concepts of projections,

backpmojection, filtered backpmojection, and me-

construction filtering are defined and examined

within the limits imposed by SPECT and PET in-

strumentation. In addition, the basic assump-

tions of emission CT are analyzed and examples

of common artifacts are given. Although math-

ematics has been eliminated from the descrip-

tion of tomography to foster understanding,

this omission imposes limitations. The inter-

ested reader is strongly encouraged to consult

the references for a more thorough treatment

ofernission CT (1-8).

U OVERVIEW OF EMISSION CT
The motivation for using emission CT is simple.

Tomographic sections reveal the internal distil-

butions of radioactivity in three-dimensional oh-

jects. This additional information helps localize

areas of interest accurately. Even more impom-

tant, tomographic information can provide a

substantial gain in contrast. Contrast is a me-a-

sure of the count density in an area of interest

in an image with respect to the count density in

the surrounding structures. In nontomogmaphic

planar imaging (scintigmaphy), contrast is often

low because of radioactivity in front of and he-

hind the area of interest. Emission CT removes

this superimposition, thus vastly improving the

detectability of abnormal areas. However, this

added information does not conic free. Emis-

sioli CT requires more expensive equipment

and more stringent quality control than does

conventional scintigmaphy. In addition, it is also

more susceptible to artifacts.

The advantages of emission CT are illustrated

il-I Figure 1 . Although the conventional scinti-

grams provide some diagnostic information, not

much can be deduced about internal structures.

It-i the emission CT views, the internal struc-

tunes are cheamly visible. This information also

gives visual cues that help the observer associ-

ate the anatoniy with the image data. These to-

mographic views were reconstructed from 90

planar views acquired at 4#{176}increments about

the patient’s head. All of the iniages in this am-

tide are digital; that is, the)’ are a matrix of

numbers that have been gray-scale coded for

display. The matrix values correspond to the

distribution of radioactivity in the object being

imaged. The matrix size is generally 1 28 x 128

(although both 64 x 64 and 256 x 256 matrices

are occasionally used), and the size of a matrix

element (pixel) is usually 2-6 mm.
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Figures 2, 3. (2) Diagrams of SPECT and PET radionuchides. Radionuclides used in emission CT decay with

the emission of a ganima nay (SPECT) on the emission of a positroti (PET). In SPED’ studies, the gamma rays are

detected, and in PET studies, it is the 5 1 1 keV annihilation photons that are detected. (3) Diagrams of emission

(;T detection schemes. Gamma cameras acquire information in SPECT studies by using collimators as the image-

forming apertures. Collimators have a very low sensitivity. I�ET cameras use coincidence imaging to collect the

data used to reconstruct tomognaphic images.

Table 1
Radionudildes Co mmonly Use d in SPECT

Radionuclide Half Life

Photon

Energy (keV)

Technetium-99ni

Iodine-123

Indium-I 1 1

Thallium-20l

(;alhium-67

Iodine-131

6 Ii

13 Ii

67 Ii

73 Ii

78 hi

8 d

140

159

r2. 247

60_80*, 16�

93. 185, 300

364

*�1enct1f.�. x nays.

Emission CT can be separated into two dis-

tinct categories: SPECT, which uses conven-

tional nuclear medicine madionuchides and imag-

ing devices such as the gamma camera, and

PET, which uses only positron-emitting nadionu-

clides and coincidence detection. Both modes

of imaging have several common features that

impose limitations on the quality of the tomo-

graphic images. In each case, the emitted pho-

tons from the internal madionuclide distnibu-

tions can be absorbed or scattered within the

patient (attenuation). In addition, statistical

fluctuations (referred to as noise) are a funda-

mental, tin-avoidable part of the emission and

detection of radiation.

. Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography
In SPECT studies, gamma rays emitted from the

patient are detected and mapped into an image.

Often during the pmocess of radioactive decay,

the nucleus is in an excited energy state, and it

may emit a high-energy photon (gamma may) as

it returns to its lowest energy state (Fig 2). The

gamma ma)’ energies encountered in scintigra-

pliy range from 80 to 364 keV (Table 1), with

the 140 keV gamma ray of Tc-99m being the

niost common. Despite attenuation, a suftIcient

number of gamma rays will be transmitted from

their origin within the body to an external de-

tector such as a gamma camera.

A gamma or scintillation camera generates a

two-dimensional image of the radionuclide dis-

tribution (Fig 3). The sensitive element of the

system is a large, thin, sodium iodide crystal

that converts the absorbed gamma may energy

into visible light (ie, a scintillation). This light

flash is sensed by an array of photomultipliem

tubes, which allow the position of the interac-

tion on the crystal to be determined. The imag-

ing aperture of the gamma camera is a lead

plate with multiple holes called a collimator.

The collimator projects the internal source dis-

tribution onto the sodium iodide crystal by

passing gamma rays with a specific trajectory.

All other gamma rays are absorbed. This

method of imaging is very inefficient because

less than one of 2,000 gamma rays that reach

the collimator are transmitted through to the

sodium iodide crystal.

SPECT systems collect the necessary external

emission data from one or more gamma cam-

eras mounted on a gantry, which rotates about

a pallet supporting the Patient. The gamma

cameras also can translate in and out in the ra-



Table 2
Radionudides Commonly Used in PET

Phototi

Radionuclide Half Life Energy (keV)

(�)xygen-l 5 2 mm 5 1 1

Canhoti- 1 1 20 niiti 5 1 1

Nitnogen-13 10 miii 51 1

Fluonine-18 I 10 miii 511

Rubidium-82 75sec 511
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dial direction to maintain proximity to the pa-

tient during the data collection. Sixty to 120

separate views are acquired over a 180#{176}or 360#{176}

rotation. The field of view of the gamma cam-

era is typically 40-50 cm across the patient and

30-40 cm in the axial direction.

Values of spatial resolution for a SPECT sys-

tern mange from 8 mm for high-count studies of

the brain to greater than 20 mm for low-count

studies of the torso. The imaging time for a

single SPECT study is typically 1 5-30 minutes

(2,9).

. Positron Emission Tomography
PET systems use madionuchides that decay with

the emission of a positron (Fig 2). The positron

is the antiparticle of the electron; when the

positron and electron meet, mutual annihilation

occurs, with the emission of two collineam 5 1 1-

keV photons. This feature of positron decay al-

lows the locahizatioii of a Positron source by

means of coincidence detection, in which op-

posed detectors must absorb both of the annihi-

lation gamnia rays.

A PET imaging system consists of multiple

coincidence detectors surrounding the patient,

which obviates the use of lead collimators. The

elimination of collimators gives the PET system

its resolution and sensitivity advantages oven a

SPECT system. The other niajor advantage asso-

ciated with use of positron emitters is that they

include many physiologically important dc-

rnents, such as carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen

(Table 2).

PET systems come in a wide variety of de-

signs, but all use coincidence detection instead

of lead collimators to collect the projection data

used to produce tomographic images (Fig 3).
One popular design uses a large array of mdi-

vidual detectors that totally surround the pa-

tient. Because of the large number of detectors

and coincidence imaging, all of the measure-

ments can be acquired without motion of the

gantry. The gantry bore is 55 cm in diameter to

accommodate the body trunk, and the axial

field ofview is 10-15 cm.

The spatial resolution of a PET system is

about 5- 10 mm, and it is about 30- 100 times

more sensitive than a SPECT system. The imag-

ing time for a PET study can be as short as 5
seconds, but it is often in the mange of 1-10

minutes (2,10,1 1).

U FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS OF
EMISSION CT
The steps required for emission CT as it is per-

formed in most clinics can be summarized

briefly. A large number of measurements re-

ferred to as projections are collected at various

angles about the patient during the SPECT on

PET study. This information is organized by the

angles of acquisition into a stack, often referred

to as a sinogram. Each of these projections is

modified by a reconstruction filter, and these

modified projections are backprojected to form

the transverse tomographic images. As with all

tomography, emission CT is a mathematical
construct based on (and thereby limited by)

several underlying assumptions: (a) The distri-

bution of radionuchides is both spatially and

temporally static, (b) the sensitivity of the de-

tectors collecting the external measurements is

uniform and stable, (c) the center of rotation is

accurately known, and (d) a complete set of

projections is collected. Although these steps

and assumptions are easily stated, a true under-

standing of emission CT requires a detailed cx-

amination of the basic definitions and terms.

. Projections
Tomognaphic imaging requires a complete set

of projections. The word projection can li-ave

many meanings, but in tomography its defini-

tion is very specific. A projection is a set of ray

sums collected at a given angle; that is, it is a

set of numbers that a measuring device (such as

a SPECT or PET system) collects (Fig 4). A may

sum is a single number that is the sum of all of

the activity along a selected path through an

object. If all of the rays are parallel to each

other, the result is a parallel projection.

The projection sampling in SPECT is deter-

mined by the collimator, and most SPECT sys-

tems collect the data as parallel projections, al-

though fan beam geometries can also be used.

Projection sampling in PET has an inherent fan

beam geometry because of coincidence detec-

tiOli (Fig 5). For simplicity and unity, a parallel
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Figure 4. Diagrams illustrate some basic facts

about projections. The top diagram depicts an

object with an internal distribution of radioac-

tivity (gray area) with a line through it. The

sum of all of the activity’ along this hue is a

number called a ray sum. The middle diagram

shows a parallel set of ray sums at one angle,

referred to as a parallel projection. Projections

can have other geometries such as the fan

beam. which is shown in the bottom diagram.
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Figure 6. Projections. In the diagram, the distnibu-

tion of radioactivity in the object being imaged is a

constant field, with a count value of 10 in sonic arbi-

trary units at each point. The 0#{176}projection is found

by adding the count values along each column.

Thus, the cetitral value of the 0#{176}projection is 70,

since there are seven cells with a value of 10. Simi-

larly, the 90#{176}projection is fuund by adding all of the

count values along each now. The central value of

the 90#{176}projection is 100, since there are 10 cells.

Other projections are found by considering a set of
parallel rays at other angles.

Figure 5. I)iagnams of projectn)n satiipling

schemes. The projection sampling scheme in SPECI�

(left) is determined by the collimation, which may

have either a parallel on fan beam geometry. The

projection sampling scheme in PET (night) is deter-

mined by the coincidence rays formed between a

large number of detectors and has an inherent fan

beam geometry.

geometry is assumed in the following discus-

sion about reconstruction; however, similar op-

emations can also he performed for fan beam

data collection.

It should be realized at the outset that nei-

then SPECT nor PET systems directly collect the

type of projection data needed for true tomog-

maphy. Attenuation of the emitted gamma rays

by body tissues is a major problem, since at-

tenuation distorts the relationship between the

number of detected events and the amount of

activity observed. That is, the iiunibem of de-

tected counts depends not only on the activity

present but also on the length of the path that

the photon travels through the body tissues be-

fore it reaches the detector. Other factors that

also affect the quality of tomogmaphic images in-

elude statistical fluctuations in the measure-

ments (ie, noise), scattered radiation, and the

limited spatial resolution and sampling available

with PET and SPECT systems.

The kind of projection necessary for tomog-

naphy is conceptually simple. If we model the

internal distribution of radioactivity as a matrix

of numbers such as that shown in Figure 6,

then the 0#{176}projection is found by summing

along rays corresponding to columns. The 90#{176}

projection is found by summing along rows.

Projections at other angles are fiund by motat-

ing the parallel rays to those angles and adding

the count values along the rays.



Figure 8. Real data sinograrn. Scintigmaphic images acquired during a SPECT brain perhi-

sioti study show the brain from a large number of angles. Each now of these images come-

sponds to an axial plane. The sinogram fon each axial plane is simply a stack of the come-

sponding image rows ordered by acquisition angle.
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Figure 7. Projections and sino-

gram. Image on the left shows the in-

tennal distribution of radioactivity in

a coml)uter-simulated brain section

with the calculated true projections
of that section at 0#{176},90#{176},and 225#{176}.

lniage on the right shows a coiiiphetc

stack of the calculated projections

collected at every 3#{176}.ordered b�’

angle. ‘l’his type of display is called a

sinognam. The first projectioti (the 0#{176}

pnojection) is placed in the fIrst row

of the sinogram. i’he next l)rojectioli,

which is taken at 3#{176},is l)laccd in the

second now, and so oti.

I:�IIiI.I!tt:]IIII

A more graphic illustration of projection is

given in Figure 7 for a computer-simulated

brain image along with calculated projections at

selected angles. Numerous projections from

many angles are needed to reconstruct a tomo-

graphic image accurately. In a patient study,

these projections are collected by a SPECT or

PE’f system and are stacked in order by angle.

When the projections are displayed in this way,

a characteristic sinusoidal pattern results, and

the image is called a slilogram. The sinogmam

in Figure 7 includes projections taken from

360#{176}about the brain section. Because these are

true projections, only 180#{176}need be covered,

since �)rojections from opposed angles are iden-

tical. Because of tissue attenuation, however,

this is not the case for the external measure-

nients obtained from SPECT systems. In SPECT,

0PP05ed views differ and pro��ide useful, iion-

redundant information.

ilie creation of the sinogmani of an actual

SPECT study is illustrated in Figure 8 with im-

ages collected from a brain I)ethlsion studs’.

l’he projection images are collected at equal au-
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Figure 9. Backprojection. Backpmojection is a mathematical opera-

tion in which projection data are added to a reconstruction matrix

along the ray paths from which they were collected. For example, if

the first projection were acquired at 0#{176},each projection value would

he replicated along the image columns as shown in the left matrix. The
third element of the projection is 1(X); thus, 100 is added to each pixel
along the third column. In the right matrix, the 90#{176}projection has been

added to the 0#{176}projection. Because the 90#{176}projection came from sum-

ming over rows, the data in each projection cell are added to the exist-
ing count in that row. The fourth element in the 90#{176}projection is 300.

Thus, 300 is added to the current value in each pixel in the fourth mow.

lliis becomes apparent if the right matrix containing the two back-

projections is compared with the left matrix, which has a single

backpnojection.

gulam jntervals oven 360#{176}by a SPECT system. Be-

cause the images are matrices of numbers, with

each row of the matrix corresponding to an at-

tenuated projection from one axial plane, the

sinogmam corresponding to the midplane of the

brain is constructed by sequentially stacking

the midplane row from each projection image.

The resultant sinogram contains all of the mea-

sunements needed to reconstruct one axial see-

tion. Thus, a sinogram must be generated at

each level of the brain to obtain the corre-

sponding tomographic section.

. Backprojection
Theme are many ways to obtain a tomogmaphic

image from the set of PET or SPECT pmojec-

tions, but the most commonly used method is a

technique calledflltered backprojection. As the

term implies, two mathematical operations are

involved: a modifIcation of the projections, of-

ten referred to as filtering, and a reconstruction

technique, known as backprojection.

Simple Backprojection. -In simple backpro-

jection, the projection data are successively

added to an empty computer image along the

ray angles at which they were acquired. Be-

cause the data for the 0#{176}projection were ac-

quined along columns, they are added back or

“backprojected” along columns (Fig 9). In a

similar way, the data for the 90#{176}projection are

added back along the rows. The result of back-

projecting both the 0#{176}and 90#{176}projections is

shown in Figure 9. The process of backprojec-

tion requires that the projected data are added

along exactly the same rays as they were ac-

quined. To accomplish this, the centers of each

projection must be aligned with each other and

with respect to the reconstruction matrix by a

number referred to as the center of rotation.

Figure 10 illustrates how projection data are

backprojected to reconstruct a tornographic im-

age. As the number of projections increases,

more detail can be recognized in the recon-

structed image. Even with a large number of

projections, however, simple backprojection

does not yield an accurate tomographic image.

The contrast is poor, and the image has a non-

uniform background, with counts distributed in
areas where there should be no activity. Theme



Figure 10. Siniple hackpnojection. Image in die upper left shows the internal distribution of activity

in a brain study. along with the projection at 0#{176}.In the upper night. data from this single projectioui are

backpnojected by using the sanie routine described in Figure 9. Image in the lower left shows the me-

suIt when the pnoje’cti�uis at 0#{176}.30#{176},60#{176},90#{176},1 20#{176},and 1 50#{176}arc hackpmojcctcd. A semblance of the

actual distnibutioii in the brain is evident. Image in the lower right shows the result after 30 backpno-

jectiouis. ihis iniage captures some of the features of the true internal distribution, hut it is dearly not
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accurate.

are several ways to correct this problem, hut

the most efficient method is to uiiodif� die �mo-

jection data in a special way (ie, through filter-

ing) before hackpmojection is l)er��mmed.

Filtered Backprojection. -To achieve ideal

projection data, the projections must be niodi-

tied through a process called reconstruction fYi-

tering. This process was first discovered in

1 9 1 7 by Radon and was rediscovered in the

1 970s when medical tomogmaphiic imaging de-
vices were introduced (8). In reconstruction fil-

tering, each projection is subjected to a math-

ematical operation called a 1�oz1?7er transfor�n,

which restructures the projection data in terms

of spatial frequency components (Fig I 1 ). (In

the remainder of the article, the word fne-

quency refers to spatial frequency , which has

units of cycles per centimeter.) The tnans-

fomnied projection is then uiiultiplied by a set of

numbers (ie, the reconstruction filter) that in-

creases linearly with frequency. Because of its

shape. this filter is often referred to as a ranip

filter. The result is transformed hack as the til-

temed projection. i’hie same pm�cess is used for

every projection.

Theme are two good reasons for using a Fou-

mien transfomni to l)emform the projection filter-

ing ( I 2, 1 3). The first reasoui is coniputational

efficiency. Filtering in die frequency domain is

done by multiplication. One can achieve the

same results without venturing into the fre-

quency domain, but thieui filtering requires a

niome coniplicated, less efficient process known

as convolution. A second reason for filtering in

the frequency douiiain is noise identification.

Figure 1 2 illustrates the concept of a Fourier

transform . Any projection from an� object can

he equivalently represented as an infinite suuii

of sine and cosine functiotis of different fre-
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Figure 12. Fourier components. A Fourier transform takes informa-

tion as it is usually represented in the spatial domain and finds the spec-

tral coniponents in the frequency domain. This procedure works he-

cause projections. as with most physical functions, can he equivalently
represented by an infinite sum of sinusoidal functions (the Fourier se-

ries). The Fourier transform finds both the amplitude and phase a5soci-

atecl with cacti sinusoidal component. This process is illustrated for the

simple function shown on the left, which was synthesized by adding

the four sine functions shown in the center. In this case. the spatial fre-

quencv spectrum of die result is four spikes (plot on the night). Each

spike is located along the abscissa at the appropriate frequency. and

the height of the spike corresponds to the amplitude of the sinusoid at

that frequency.

quencies. A Fourier transform finds both the

amplitudes associated with these sinusoids and

the starting points in the cycles (ie, the phases).

The Fourier transform takes the projection from

its original representation in what is referred to

as the spatial domain and finds its spectral corn-

ponents in the frequency domain. Although Fig-

time 1 2 is a very simple, contrived example, it il-

Figures 1 1. Filtered hackprojec-

tions. The entire set of projections

(left sinogram) is modifIed by the me-
construction filter before backprojec-
tion is performed. Each projection is

transformed into the frequency do-

main and is multiplied by a ramp me-
construction filter. The filtered pro-

jections ane then transformed hack

into the spatial domain where they

are backprojected to obtain the to-

mographiic image (right image).

lustmates some features that are generally true.

The general shape of a projection is derived

from the low-frequency component that has a

large amplitude. The sharp edges and detail are

the result of the higher-frequency components,

which have a small amplitude.
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I Ideal Projection I Filtered Projection I

Pixel Location

�R�Filter�

Figure 13. Filtered projections. Diagrams show the steps involved in

modifying the projection data before reconstruction. At the top left is a

plot of one of the projections from the sinogram. Its Fourier transform

is shown below it. As in the simple example in Figure 1 2, the amphi-

tude falls rapidly as the spatial frequency increases. Reconstruction fil-

teming occurs in the frequency domain when the Fourier transform of

the projection is multiplied by the ramp filten. This operation amplifies

the high-frequency amplitudes with respect to the low frequencies. The

result is transformed back into the spatial domain to obtain the filtered

projection. Note that the process of filtering has introduced negative

values into the projection.

Figure 1 3 shows a graphic representation of

what happens with projection filtering. The

spectral components of the projection data are

obtained by means of applying the Fourier

transform. The transformed data are multiplied
by a ramp reconstruction filter, which sup-

presses low-frequency components and ampli-
fies the high-frequency components. The result

is then transformed back as the filtered projec-

tion. In addition to changing the shape of the

projection, the application of the ramp filter in-

troduces negative values into the filtered pro-

jection.

Windowed Reconstruction Filters. -The fil-

tering process alters the projection data in just

the right way so that when they are backpmo-

jected, the true contrast is recovered, all of the

extraneous background disappears, and an ac-

curate tomographic image is achieved (Fig 14).

The preceding scenario is possible with ideal

projection data; however, in the real world, all

projection data are subject to noise or statistical

fluctuations, which are fundamental to the irn-

aging of madionuclides. The precision or relative

level of noise in the projection data depends on

the count density (counts/cm2). This depen-

dence is shown in Figure 15, which shows pro-

jection images of a resolution phantom ac-

quired at increasing count densities. Although

noise affects image quality throughout the en-

tire spatial frequency mange, its biggest effect is

on the fine-detail portions of the image that con-

respond to high spatial frequency. As the noise

level increases (ie, decreasing counts in Fig 15),

more and more of the resolution pattern is ob-

scuned, and the portions with the finest detail

disappear first. If a ramp filter is applied to

noisy projections, the amplification of the

noise-dominant high spatial frequencies will se-

riously compromise the reconstructed image.

One way of solving this problem is to me-

move the high-frequency components by set-

ting them to zero. This can be done conve-

niently in the frequency domain by multiplying

the transformed projection by a low-pass filter

(Fig 16). As the name implies, the low-pass fil-

tens let the low-frequency amplitudes pass



Figure 14. Comparison between simple hackpnojection and filtered hackprojection of an ideal pn�-

jection 5Ct. Simple hackprojection yields au image with some of die details of the internal distnihutioui

of radioactivity. hut the contrast is h��n and there is a lange, nonunifonni background across the image.

Filtered backpnojcction yields an accurate ncconstmuctioli for a coniplete projection set.
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Figure 15. Image noise. Because all emission data have statistical fluctuations (noise), the precision

of the data depeuids on the uiunihen of acquined counts. In the plauian iniages of a resolution l)hantom

acquired at diffencuit coulit densities, the sectors cotitaining the 1�t�e��s with the smallest holes are

the most obscured as the count level drops. Noise dominates the sniall high-frequency components of

the images.
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through essentially unaltered, while the high

frequencies are cut off (ie, set to zero). This

process smooths the projection. The ramp and

the low-pass filters can be combined to form a

windowed reconstruction filter. A wide variety

of low-pass filters exist, and many of them have

been used for both SPECT and PET reconstmuc-

tion. They differ mainly in how the filter falls to

zero. Most low-pass filters have an adjustable

parameter, which allows the user to select the

frequency at which the filter will be cut off.

Projection data with a high noise level require

much smoothing and, therefore, should have a

low-frequency cutoff. Projection data with low

noise levels need little smoothing and should

have a high-frequency cutoff.

The selection of the cutoff frequency in the

windowed reconstruction filter must be done

with care because the cutoff frequency can

have a profound effect on the reconstructed im-

age. The choice of a reconstruction filter must

be balanced by two considerations: (a) preserv-

ing detail in the projections and (b) suppressing

noise, which gets amplified by reconstruction

filtering. Figure 17 shows how the image qual-

ity of a reconstructed image from a low count

density study is compromised as the cutoff pa-

rameter is increased toward a higher frequency.

As the cutoff frequency is increased, the ramp

filter amplifies the noise-dominant high spatial

frequencies, making the resulting image unin-

terpnetable. Suppression of noise has its own

disadvantages, since at the same time noise is

being reduced, real detail in the projections is

also being smoothed and lost. As illustrated in a

reconstruction of a higher count density study

(Fig 18), which has a relatively low noise level,

a low cutoff frequency smooths out true detail

in the reconstructed image. In addition to im-

age count density, other factors influence the

optimal choice of reconstruction filter param-

eters, including the size and contrast of the im-

age, the acquisition gain (ie, the pixel size), and

the spatial resolution. Although discussion of

these factors is beyond the scope of this article,

they are discussed in several of the references

(1,2,5-7, 10, 12).

. Reconstruction Artifacts

The ability to reconstruct tomographic images

by using filtered backprojection depends on the

underlying assumptions about the projections.

Typical artifacts that result from violations of

these assumptions include motion, uniformity,

Spatial Frequency

Figure 16. Reconstruction filters. The appropriate

reconstruction filter for ideal projection data (ie, uio

noise) is the ramp. However, when the ramp filter is

applied to noisy data, the noise is amplified at the

expense of the useful projection data. One way to

avoid this problem is to combine a smoothing or

low-pass filter with the ramp reconstruction filter.

This “windowed” neconstnuction filter is controlled

by parameters that cause the filter to fall to zero at

selected frequencies. When the projections are very

noisy, it is desirable to have the filter cut off at a low

frequency (�ray line in the plots at the right). When

the statistical precision of the projection data is

good, the filter should cut off at a higher frequency

(broken line iii the plots at the right).

and attenuation artifacts. In addition, errors in

selection of the center of rotation, insufficient

angular sampling, and errors in selection of

pixel size can result in poor-quality mecon-

structed images.

Motion Arufacts. -In the reconstruction of

tomographic images, there is a tacit assumption

that the projections at each angle are drawn

from the same distribution of radioactivity. This

means that the internal distribution of madionu-

clides should remain static during the measure-

ment time. Because of the low sensitivity of ra-

dionuclide images, the required imaging time

may be long (5-30 minutes), which could lead

to changes in the radioactivity distribution from

several sources: (a) the kinetics of the radio-
pharmaceutical, (b) the motion of internal or-

gans such as the heart and lungs, and (c) the

motion of the entire patient. Of these, patient

motion is probably the most important. Figure

1 9 shows the types of artifacts that can be en-

countered with patient motion. Obviously, pa-
tient motion has a profound effect on tonio-

graphic images, and steps should be taken to

minimize this motion as much as possible.

Un�/’ormity Art�/’acts. -Another important as-

sumption in the reconstruction of tomographic

images is that the detectors have a uniform sen-
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Figures 17, 18. (17) Image quality as a functioui of filter cutoff frequency for a projection set with a low

count density. Foun neconstnucted images of the same projection data froni a Tl-201 mvocandial pemftusion study

are shown. The cutoff frequency (�) is varied from 0.2 to 0.8 Nyquist. The Nyquist frequency is the highest fre-

quency that can he represented in sampled data, so that 0. 2 Nyquist means that we are passing through about

20% of the spatial frequencies and discarding the uppen 80%. Because the projection data from this study had a

�.en). high noise level (ie. low count density), a low-frequency cutoff was neqttired. (18) Image quality as a func-

tion of filter cutoff frequency for a projection set with a high count density. Four reconstructed images from a

high-count Tc-99m HMPAO brain perfttsion study show how image quality is compromised as the cutoff fne-

quency (.ft��) is decreased toward lower frequency and the useful detail in the image is lost by oversmoothing.

(The sameneconstnuction filters as used in Fig 17 were used.) The best cutoff for this reconstruction probably

lies somewhere between 0.6 and 0.8 Nyquist.

Figure 19. Motion artifacts. Image at the top was reconstructed from projections in which

die patient was stable. Three images at the bottom show the results when theme was patient

motioui axially (A), laterally (B), and rotationally (C). Motion in the axial direction caused

subtle differences in the neconstnuctioui; lateral and angular motion caused extreme artifacts.
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Figure 21. Center of notation artifacts. The hackpnojection algorithm aligns die pnojectiouis

with respect to the neconstu-uction niatmix by a uiumhen referred to as the center of notation

(COR). When au inaccurate center of rotation is used. the projections are not properly

aligned during backpt-ojectioti, arid each point iti the neconstructioti niatnix is blurred into a

small ring. To avoid this PnOhlelii, the center of rotation must 1)e accurate to within at least

±0.5 pixels.

sitivity. If theme are regional variations in the

sensitivity of the detectors, annular artifacts will

be introduced into the toniognaphiic sections

(Fig 20). Uniformity artifacts will he most cx-

treme for large distributions of radioactivity and

when die nonuniformity is close to the center

of rotation. On SPECT and PET systems that

meet the manufitctturens� specifications, unifom-

mit)’ artifacts are not a problem. However, they

can occur if the detectors are not properly

tuned or if, ill the case of SPEC1’, the cohhinia-

tons are damaged.

Errors in Selection oftbe Center of Rota-

tion. -Tomogmaphic systenis (when properly

installed) are aligned to an imaginary axis in

space referred to as the axis of rotation. If a ma-

dioactive line source were positioned along the

axis of rotation, its image would lie at the same

x coordinate in every projection. This location

is referred to as the center of notation, aiid its

value must be accurately known.

When the backpmojection is pe�f�mmed with

an accurate center of rotation, the rays from op-

posing views coincide, fomniing well-defined

points. If the wrong center of notation is used,

the backpnojected rays from opposed views

Figure 20. t Jniforrnity artifacts. Emission CT detec-

tons acquiriuig the projection data must have unifomni

sensitivity across the field of view. Regiotial �ania-

tions iii detector uniformity give rise to atinulan anti-

facts cetitened about the center of rotatioti. The �ino-

jcCtiOli data from whichi the night brain perfusioui im-

age was reconstructed had a 20” loss of sensitivity

OVen �t 2-cm2 P0nti01i of the detector.

fuss each other, and, instead of well-defined

poiults, small rings are formed. Losses in spatial

resolution become perceivable when the error

iii the center of rotation is on the order of 0.5

pixels. I)istortion becomes extreme when the

error exceeds 1 pixel (Fig 21).

Insufficient Angular Sampling. -Tornogma-

plly requires a complete projection set. The

nuuiihem of samples needed to make a set of I)m�-
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Figure 22. Image quality as a function of angular sample. A series of brain pethusion images

reconstnicted with I 20, 90, 72, 60, 45, and 30 projection views denionstrates that as the

number of projection views decreases, the reconstructed image appears to break apart, espe-

ciahly at the edges of the larger structures. (The sampling time was adjusted so that the total

cOUnts were the sanie in each study.)

jections complete depends on two factors:

(a) the expected spatial resolution in the recon-

stmucted section, and (b) the size of the radionu-

chide distributions. Bigger distributions require

more angular samples. At each angular step, a

point is sampled on the circumference of the

cimculam field that encompasses the entire distri-

bution. A useful rule of thumb is that the dis-

tance between these sampling points (corre-

sponding to the angular steps) should be less

than the s)’stem spatial resolution as measured

by the full widthi at half maximum (FWI-IM).

Typical numbers of angular samples range from

60 to I 20 in SPECT and up to S I 2 in PET.

The effect of angular sampling is shown in

Figure 22, in which reconstructed images from

a brain perfusion study were acquired at differ-

ent angular sampling hut with the same total

counts. As the angular sampling becomes insuf-

ficient, the reconstructed images appear to

break apart, especially at the edges of the larger

structures, and streak and star artifacts are pro-

duced.

Errors in Selection ofPixel Size. -The pro-

jection data collected on SPECT and PET sys-

terns are sampled into a computer matrix. This

digitization can cause a loss of resolution if the

image matrix is too coarse. The pixel size of the

matrix should be selected so that it does not

substantially alter the system resolution. As a

rule of thumb, the pixel size should he less

than one-half of the system FWHM. For cx-

ample, if the resolution in the reconstructed im-

age is I 2 mm, the pixel size should be less than

6mm.

The effect that digital sampling has on torno-

graphic sections is seen in Figure 23, in which

reconstructed images of the brain acquired at

differeuit pixel sizes are shown. As the pixel

size approaches the FWHM, there is substantial

degradation in the quality of the reconstructed

image.
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Attenuation Artifacts. -Because of attenua-

tioul, the information gathered by PET or S1�ECT

systems does not represent the true projection

data necessary for accurate tomography (Fig

24). The problem is somewhat more extreme

for SPECT, since the effect of attenuation de-

Peulds on the source location. Corrections for
attenuation are uiecessar�’ to obtain true tonio-

graphic images in both I�ET and SPECT. The
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Figure 23. Iuiiage quality as a

functioti of pixel size. A series

of hnaiui l)cnfIusioui images re-

constnucted with l)rojectiofl
vie�vs of ‘. I - 2 rum per pixel

deniotistrates that the quality

of the reconstructed image dc-

creases as the pixel size he-

COITIC5 the doniinauit factor in

deteniiiiuiiiig the svstcni nesolu-

tioti. (The system FWIIM was

I 0 mm for the iniage with 2

him pixels.)
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Figure 24. Attenuatioui in SPEC’F and PET. I)iagram oui the left shows

how SPECT projectioti data depend on the SOUFCC location. Apparent

radioactivity that is detected becomes progressively suiiallcr as the

amount of tissue between the source and the detector increases. l)ia-

gram Ofl the right shows the effect of attenuatioti on PET projection

data. Iii PET, the decrease iii detected radioactivity depcuids on the to-

tal l)�Lthi length through the object determined by the coincidence de-

tectors. Thus, locatioti of the source along a ras does not affect the

amount of attenuation. To obtain tn.ue tomographic images. corrections

for attenuation uiiust he appliet.l for both PET auid SPECT projections.

correction for PEI’ depends only on the total

path length through the hod’.

Figure 25 illustrates the effect of an attenua-

tion artifact iii a l’l-20 1 nivocamdial perfusion

study. Such artiflicts in uncorrected studies

could he mistaken for disease.

U CONCLUSION
Emission CT offers a three-dimensional window

into the internal distributions of madionuclides.

However, it depeuids on several fundamental
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Figure 25. Attenuation artifiucts. Images demonstrate a common attenuation problem in myocardial pemfu-

sion SPE(;T. A �t of Tl-20l iuiiages corrected for attenuation (A) are shown with the corresponding uncor-

nected inlages (B). There is an artiflictual decrease in the activity of the inferior wall of the heart (arrows) in the

uncorrected iniages that could easily he mistaken for coronary artery disease.

principles that are critical to the production of
useful, diagnostic information . To obtain accu-

rate tomographic iniages requires both good

projection data and the intelligent selection of

reconstruction filters.
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